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THE S-II INJECTION STAGE FOR THE MARS/VENUS FLYBY MISSION
W. H. Morita, Study Manager, and
J. W. Sandford, Manager, Launch Systems
Space Division
North American Rockwell Corporation

separate vehicles (Figure 1A). These two payloads rendezvous and are assembled in earth or bit,
as shown in Figure IB. Tankers are employed to
supply liquid oxygen to the injection stage. This
earth orbital mode of operation is based on delivery of payloads to orbit by use of a two-stage
Saturn V earth launch system. To accomplish the
orbital operations, the current S-II stage must be
modified for the injection stage application. Systems modifications are required for maneuvering
after separation from the launch vehicle: docking
and propellant transfer mechanisms must be
incorporated, and provision must be made to '
accomplish checkout and stage start in earth orbit.
An improved thermal protection system must be
utilized to minimize propellant boiloff, and the
astrionics systems must be integrated with the
stage. In the stage design, emphasis was placed
on a minimum modification approach to achieve
a low-cost development program which could be
projected with high confidence. For example,
the loads experienced by the S-IIB stage are substantially less than the design loads of the current
stage; however, it is not proposed that the S-IIB
structure be modified in the interest of lower
stage cost. A similar emphasis was applied to
the Earth Launch Vehicle (the two-stage Saturn V)
and the launch facilities at Complex 39 of Kennedy
Space Center (KSC). (It is observed that the
current S-II and S-IC stages do not require modification for launch of the S-IIB and that the
injection stage tankers and spacecraft can be
launched without major KSC equipment additions.

Multiple Saturn launches have been considered
as a means of placing in earth orbit the system
elements required for spacecraft planetary injection. With the S-II injection stage concept evolved
for this purpose, the flyby mission spacecraft and
injection stage (with hydrogen and without oxygen)
are assembled in earth orbit. Tankers supply
liquid oxygen to the injection stage.
The earth orbital mode of operation is based
on delivery of payloads to orbit by use of a twostage Saturn V earth-launch system. To accomplish orbital operations, the current S-II stage
can be modified for the injection stage application. Required changes are based on a
minimum-modification approach. Fundamental
to a S-IIB mode of planetary injection is a LOX
tanker, Which is a new development. Studies show
that the tanking mode offers program and mission
flexibility and increased pay load margin.
Introduction
With the initial lunar landings of the manned
Apollo system planned for the near future, NASA
had been examining the national goals and mission
alternatives for the middle and late 1970's. In
the examination of potential missions, manned
planetary exploration
was
considered. One

of the mission options that was examined is the
early manned planetary flyby. In these early missions, it is desirable to use the hardware and
capabilities developed through the Saturn Apollo
program to the maximum extent possible. The use
of multiple Saturn launches to place the system
elements required for spacecraft planetary injection into earth orbit was considered. Attention
centered on the application of either the S-IIB
or S-IVB stage derivatives to accomplish this
transplanetary injection operation.

Mission and Systems Requirements
Mission Injection Requirements
The missions of primary interest were flybys
of the planets Mars and Venus. For the purpose
of the study, missions in the time period 1975 to
early 1980's were considered. Figure 2 illustrates typical flyby mission profiles and also
shows the major mission characteristics.

The S-II injection stage concept is reported in
this paper. The data summarized were developed
in a contractual study (NASS-18031) conducted by
the Space Division of North American Rockwell
Corporation for the Marshall Space Flight Center
of NASA. 1 The injection stage and tanker designs
were concentrated upon in the study. Information
relating to mission requirements and spacecraft
design was provided from Reference 2.

The function of the S-IIB stage is to provide
the propulsive energy to the mission spacecraft; that is, the injection AV's from earth
orbit. Of concern from the injection stage viewpoint is the magnitude of the AV and payload
weight to achieve the candidate missions. The
stage must provide velocities in excess of the
purely impulsive value. These additional velocity increments are necessary to account for
gravity losses during the propulsive maneuver,
plane changes resulting from injection delays,

In the S-IIB injection stage concept, the flyby
mission spacecraft and injection stage (with
hydrogen and without oxygen) are launched by
10.1-1

and the flight performance reserves. Table 1
presents the impulsive and plane change velocity
requirements as a function of the nominal launch
date and launch window. These data reveal that
the impulsive AV is at a maximum during the
1975 Mars Twilight Flyby Mission opportunity
for the period studied. As noted earlier, the
S-IIB injection stage must also provide the velocity required for the plane change; and, as may be
seen from the table, the sum of the impulsive and
plane change velocities is greater for the 1982
Mars mission. Table 2 shows typical design injection velocities for the S-IIB Flyby. A total Av
of 16,000 feet/second was selected as a design
requirement.

Table Z. Selected Design Injection Velocity (AV)
AV
(fps)

Mission Impulsive AV Required
Plane Change (six-day window)
T/W Losses (two J-2S engines)
Flight Performance Reserve (2.4%)

15,200
120
305
375

Total Design AV

In the rendezvous technique used for this Study,
the Saturn V launch vehicle burns out with supercircular velocity such that the orbital payload is
placed into a phasing orbit of 100 x 263.5 nautical miles (Figure IB). In-plane differences due
to launch delays are removed, as the payload remains in this phasing orbit several revolutions
prior to orbit circularization. Out-of-plane
conditions are corrected by yaw steering of the
Saturn V during the boost phase of flight. The
first vehicles placed in the target orbit are the
tankers, which are followed by the S-IIB. The
spacecraft is launched last. The spacecraft's
maneuvering terminates with entry into the S-IIB
docking window. Subsequently, the S-IIB docks
with the spacecraft. To preclude accidental
collision, it is envisioned that the orbital elements will be spaced in orbit by some phase difference. A catch-up maneuver is then performed to

Of major consideration in the study was utility
of the resources developed through the Saturn/
Apollo lunar landing programs. For this reason,
the current Saturn V was assumed as the earthlaunch vehicle (ELV) for boosting the S-IIB
injection stage, tanker, and spacecraft elements
of the orbital launch vehicle. The Saturn V was
defined as having a payload capability of 275, 000
pounds for the 100-nautical-mile circular orbit.
In addition, emphasis was placed on minimizing
the changes required in equipment at Complex 39
at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Data presented
later in this document will, however, show the
influence of the uprated Saturn V on the total
mission requirements and the injection stage
performance plus the effect of additional equipment at KSC on the injection stage and tanker
design.

Primary Mission Injection AV's*

MARS TWI LIGHT FLYBYS
Nominal Injection Date

Plane Change AV's (fps)

J.D.

Calendar

Impulsive AV
(fps)

4 days

6 days

8 days

10 days

12 days

2442675
3440
4205
4970

20 Sept '75
24Oct'77
28 Nov '79
1 Jan '82

15,200
14,800
14,700
14,400

100
100
300
700

120
120
600
1400

160
160
900
2300

200
200
1100
3300

300
350
1200
4400

VENUS LIGHTSIDE FLYBY
Nominal
Injection Date
J.D.

Calendar

2442570
3155
3740
4330
4910

7 June '75
12 Jan '77
20 Aug '78
1 Apr '80
2 Nov '81

Plane Change AV's (fps)
Impulsive AV
(fps)

11,800
11,700
11,560
12,175
12,450

16,000

Earth Launch and Rendezvous Requirements

Earth Launch Vehicle

Table 1.

Function/Operation

2 days

4 days

6 days

8 days

10 days

12 days

NA**

NA
1500
NA
NA
NA

NA
2600
NA
NA
NA

NA
3900
NA
NA
NA

NA
5000
NA
NA
NA

NA
6000
NA
NA
NA

500
NA
NA
NA

*The total mission injection AV requirement will equal the sum of AV impulsive 4- AV plane
change plus a performance reserve. The performance reserve (typically 3%) is not shown In
this table.
**Not available, but similar to 1977 Venus Hghtside.
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rendezvous the tankers to the S-IIB for propellant transfer operation.

from the three available Mobile Launchers (ML's)
and two launch pads. Following launch, the ML's
would be recycled (and the pads refurbished) for
the later mission element buildup and launch.
Based on a single shift, five-day work week at
KSC, the time required for the recycle operations
would be approximately 130 days. If delays and
scrubs were to occur in the launch of the tankers,
adequate margins would exist for "catch-up" during the 130 days. Utilizing the recycle approach,
three ML's would be available for launch of the
S-IIB stage spacecraft and a fourth (or back-up
tanker), as required. Since the KSC operations
are not sensitive to order of launch, the S-IIB
stage was designed for launch on either the
ultimate or penultimate Saturn V. This affords
operational flexibility.

The above injection requirements pertain to
departure from circular earth orbit at 263. 5
nautical miles. This particular orbital altitude
was selected because of the flexibility it offered
in earth launch/rendezvous opportunities. Forthe
earth orbit inclination of most interest (34. 6
degrees), coplaner launch opportunities occur
twice every 24 hours. This is know as a rendezvous-compatible orbit (RCO).
A summary of the rendezvous velocity requirements is given in Table 3. The AV budget for
each tanker rendezvous and docking maneuver is
475 feet/second, assuming that a one-degree, inplane phase separation is the target orbit. With
the S-IIB as the target, the AV budget for the
stage is 430 feet/second.
Table 3.

The post-launch/pre-injection operations that
must be performed in earth orbit, along with the
times associated with the operations, are shown
in Figure 4. The figure shows two limits for the
stage orbital stay time: a minimum operations
schedule and a recommended operations schedule
(10-day S-II stage). The minimum operations
schedule assumes that the S-IIB is launched last;
further, a success program was considered
wherein all operations took place without
allowance for substantial contingencies. The
total time required for this operation was
approximately 80 hours. This timeline represents the minimum value. In the recommended
operations schedule (10 day S-II stage), provisions were included for incorporating the
flexibility of launching either the spacecraft or the S-IIB last. Provisions were also
made for a mission launch window of approximately six days. Under normal conditions, the
S-IIB stage could be tanked, checked out, and
ready to go six days prior to the last possible
injection date for the mission.

Propulsion Requirements

DISPLACEMENT

ERROR IN
ALTITUDE
ERROR IN PLANE

OPERATION
RCO CIRC
INSERTION CORRECT
PLANE CORRECT
STATION KEEPING
DISPLACEMENT
DOCKING

TARGET
(S-IIB)

CHASE
(TANKER & S/C)

284
30
45
5
—

284
30
45
5
45
40

40

Utilizing these timelines and the KSC operations previously defined, the design orbital
durations shown in Table 4 were developed for the
tanker and S-IIB stage. By adding two additional
ML's and one new launch pad, by activating the
fourth station in the vertical assembly building
(VAB), and by building a new station in the VAB,
the orbital duration of the tanker could be reduced
by 60 percent. This was not considered to be a
practical or cost-effective approach.

Orbital Duration
The orbital stay time and total mission lifetime requirements imposed on the S-IIB and
tanker vehicles are a function of the following:
(1) launch scheduling; (Z) the number of tankers;
(3) the time required to accomplish rendezvous,
docking, propellant transfer and checkout of the
spacecraft and injection stage; and (4) allowances
necessary for potential launch delays or limited
orbital maintenance (which are included as an
injection window).

S-IIB Payload Performance
The mission and spacecraft analysis conducted
in Reference 1 indicates that a substantial variation can be anticipated in the spacecraft weight/
mission payload. This variation occurs because
parameters such as mission experiment objectives, crew size, specific launch date, etc. 5 are
as yet to be selected. The present analyses
(Reference 1 ) indicate that a nominal spacecraft
weight between 180,000 pounds and 200,000
pounds can be anticipated. Therefore, the injection

Analysis of the tanker and injection orbital
duration can be divided into two categories, prelaunch and post-launch operations (Figure 3).
Assuming that no major equipment is added at
KSC, the first three tankers would be launched

10.1-3

Table 4.

Design Mode Timeline

S-IIB

First LOX Tanker
Orbital
Duration
(Days)

Element
Spacecraft Launch &
Allowance for Delay
Spacecraft Checkout
Rendezvous & Docking
Tanking
Final Integrated Checkout
Total

Orbital
Duration
(Days)

Element

1

Launch Schedule
(Six launches)
Allowance for Delays
Spacecraft Checkout
Rendezvous & Docking
Tanking

10

Total

5
4

stage used in the candidate missions must exhibit
payload flexibility and growth over the nominal
paylo^ad. values in order that it can absorb contingencies, program redefinitions, and spacecraft
weight changes.. This flexibility can be provided
by the S-IIB stage, as may be seen from the perfoxmance capabilities defined below,

153
6
4

163

The requirement for integer tanker launches
means that only discrete levels of uprating can
benefit the S-IIB program - through the reduction
in the required number of tankers. The table
defines, for fixed injected payloads, the number of
tankers required using the standard Saturn V,
The level of uprating necessary to eliminate one
and two tankers for each spacecraft/payload
weight is also itemized. Referring to the table
in Figure 6, it will be seen that a very modest
uprating of the vehicle (to 300, 000 pounds) can
reduce the number of tankers required for a
200, 000-pound injection payload. Only two tankers
would be needed, as compared with three for the
standard Saturn V case.

Stage Performance Capability - Standard Saturn V
The payload performance characteristics of the
S-IIB injection stage discussed in this paper are
summarized in Figure 5. This figure illustrates
the payload that can be boosted from earth orbit
as a function of the mission AY and the number of
Li OX tankers used to supply the stage. The data
assumes that the S-IIB and tankers are launched
from KSC into a 100 x 263 nautical mile orbit by
a standard Saturn V having a payload capability of
267,000 pounds. An. interplanetary injection stage
having two J-2S engines with a specific impulse of
426 seconds:,, is presumed.

The S-IIB design (Figure 7) is predicated upon
the S-II booster stage projected to be in existence
at the time of the planetary flyby programs. This
S-II Booster stage (SA 516), with simplified engine
systems (J-2S), will provide improved functional
capabilities, including the capacity to start in a
zero-g environment.

For the selected design AY (characteristic
AV = 16,000 feet/second), the injected payload is
170, 000 pounds and 270, 000 pounds respectively
for the two- and three- tanker cases. The tankers
used in the analysis each had. a delivery capability
of 220, 000 pounds of JLOX, This represents a
tanker fraction, (delivered LOX to gross tanker
weight) of 0, 80,

The design requirements are derived from the
mission and system requirements described
earlier, in which the S-IIB is launched into orbit
by the S-IC and S-II stages of the Saturn V vehicle.
The injection stage is designed to rendezvous with
the spacecraft and propellant tankers, to provide
for docking with these elements, and to transfer
propellant from the tankers. Finally, the stage
must be capable of injecting the payload into a
planetary trajectory.

Effect of Saturn V Updating> For the anticipated range of payloads, uprating 01 the earth
launch vehicle {ELY) is not required. However,
the availability of an EL V with a capability greater
than the current Saturn V could reduce the number
of total launches required. Figure 8 illustrates
the injected payload. capability of the S-JIJB stage
for various levels of ELY uprating* This data is
presented for varying numbers of tankers,. It is
assumed that the injection stage design AV equals
16, 000 fps, and the the tanker fraction is 0* 80.
For the purpose of this analysis, it was also
assumed that current J-2 engines (Igp - 426 seconds) would be utilized, in the uprated or modified
MS-IIB stage.

Modification of the basic S-II will consequently be associated with spacecraft and tanker
docking requirements and the need for propellant
thermal control for a 10-day orbital duration,
Adaptations of the S-II for injection will, therefore, require (1) removal of three engines,
(2) provision of docking mechanism on the forward and aft skirts for the spacecraft and
tankers, (3) incorporation of a propellant transfer system, (4) the use of high performance
insulation, and (5) auxiliary solid rocket motors
for orbital operations.
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The installation features of the J-2S engine
associated with the selected S-IIB design are
compatible with existing S-II stage interfaces.
The J-2S engine is a single-chamber, tap-off
cycle, multiple-restart liquid propellant engine,
rated at 230, 000 (3, 023 x 10& N) pound thrust
(vacuum) at a mixture ratio of 5. 5:1. The
engine may be gimbaled ±7 degrees, and it can
be operated in idle mode or main-stage mode to
liquid oxygen depletion. The primary advantage
of the J-2S engine, with respect to the injection
stage propulsion, is its capacity to start and
operate in idle mode with propellants of poor
quality. Because of this feature, chilldown of
the engine prior to ignition (as used on the
current J-2 engine) is not required. Also, since
the engine can operate in idle mode on vapor,
mixed phase, or liquid propellants, propellant
settling is not required for propellant orientation
prior to engine start.

Launch Vehicle and Orbital Vehicle Configurations, The earth launch vehicle to deliver
the spacecraft, S-IIB, and tanker elements of
the planetary injection system into earth orbit
consists of the S-IC and S-II stages of the
Saturn V vehicle. Figure 7, which shows the
S-IIB stage in the earth-launch configuration,
also illustrates the configurations of the total
vehicle system in orbit and the orbital launch
configuration, consisting of the S-IIB and
payload,
Three basic tanker concepts were considered
for delivery of LOX to the S-IIB injection stage:
A modified S-II, a modified S-IVB, and an
orbital tanker concept developed by Lockheed
.Missile and Space Company (discussed in the
section concerning LOX tankers).
S-IIB Stage Configurations
The modifications and new systems required
for the S-IIB stage are defined relative to the
Saturn S-II stage SA 516. By definition, this
stage was assumed to incorporate the simplified
J-2 or J-ZS engine. With that exception, the
stage is essentially identical to those currently
being produced by the Space Division.

Auxiliary Propulsion. The use of an auxiliary
propulsion system for stage circularization and
maneuvering was evaluated for the selected
operational flight mode. The orbital maneuvering AV requirements are listed in Table 5. The
AV for orbital circularization is 284 fps. Both
main-stage and auxiliary propulsion systems
were considered for stage circularization.
Based on the analysis, a solid motor system was
selected. It is comprised of three Antares III
motors. Earlier studies indicated the need for
a transtage for maneuvers in the operational
flight mode. However, the selection of the RCO,
plus the fact that the Saturn V injects the flight
elements into a 100 x 263 nautical mile orbit,
reduced these maneuver requirements so a
separate transtage system became unnecessary.

Using the previously defined requirements,
alternate configurations of the stage were investigated. The primary factors considered were
(1) the auxiliary propulsion systems for the
stage, (2) number of J-2S engines, and (3) the
insulation configurations. The overall propulsion system functions are itemized in Table 5.
The table shows that circularization of the stage
into the 263-nautical mile orbit is accomplished
primarily with solid rocket motors mounted on
the stage. The reaction control system (RCS)
motors are utilized for the remaining stagemaneuvering operations. The main engines are
used only for the transplanetary injection.

The major reason for selecting this design
approach was to reduce the propellant boiloff in
orbit; i. e. , the main engine of the stage had to be
isolated with a superinsulation heat shield. This
precluded use of the main engine for an operation
other than the interplanetary injection. The
three solid rocket motors will basically provide
for circularization; the RCS curve provides for
orbit corrections and plane change.

During the launch into earth orbit with the
configuration shown in Figure 7, the S-IIB
structure will provide an aft interface for
attachment to the S-II and a forward interface to
connect with the instrument unit (I. U. ) and nose
cone. Figure 8 presents an inboard profile of
the S-IIB injection stage.

Reaction Control System (RCS). The Apollo
Service Module (SM) RCS and the S-IVB RCS
were studies as candidate systems for the S-IIB
mission. The design requirement appearing
most influential is the engine-life constraint,
The estimated engine-life requirement for the
design operational mode is 2100 seconds. To
meet this life requirement* the theoretically
unlimited life of the radiation-cooled. Apollo SM
RCS .engine was selected due to the limited life
of the ablative cooled S-IVB RCS engine. Table 1
presents the RCS system weights for the selected
S-IIB designs, which utilize Apollo hardware
modified to be installed as externally mounted
modules*

S-IIB Stage Design. The stage systems investigated include: propulsion, propellant, pressurization,' thermal control, instrumentation,
electrical, ordnance, and the structure. Added
systems included a docking mechanism and LOX
transfer. Table 6 is a weight summary, comparing the S-IIB with the current S-II stage.
Main Propulsion System, Studies of the main
propulsion, system included two-, three-, and
four-engine configurations. An arrangement of
two J-2S engines was selected.
10.1-5

Table 5.

System Functions for Design Mode
Auxiliary
Propel lant
Solid-Rocket
Motors

Operation & AV
To 263-n.m. orbit and
plane change*
Circularize at 263 n.m.
Contingency
orbit correction
plane change
Station Keeping
Docking with S/C
Attitude control
Injection into planetary
trajectory

- 284 fps
-

Mainstage

RCS

X

30 fps
45 fps
5 fps
40 fps
20 fps

X
X
X
X

- 16,000 fps

X

*S-II Stage

Table 6.

Item
Basic Structure
Insulation
Docking Provisions and
LOX Transfer Systems
Solid Rockets and
Mounting
Propulsion, Systems,
and Accessories
Reaction Control
System
Equipment and
Instrumentation
Instrument Unit
Contingency
Stage Dry Weight, Ib
(kg)

Selected S-IIB Weight Summary

S-II

S-IIB

Weight
(Ib)

Weight
(Ib)

53,114
5,002

57,160
6,375
1,700
9,200

25,164

3,000
7,086
7,000
854

Table 7.

Weight
(Ib)

Residuals, Pressurant,
Trapped Propel lant
RCS (usable) Propel lant
LH 2 Load

3,710

267, 300
(121,246)

(kg)

Jettisoned
Components
LH2 Load
LOX Residual

-30,760
-152,220
5,017

Burnout Weight, Ib
(kg)

89,337
(40,523)

105,670
(47,932)

S-IIB RCS AV and Weight Breakdown
Weight
(Ib)

Item
PROPELLANT
Docking with spacecraft (40 fps)
Maneuvering prior to spacecraft docking
(orientation)
Maneuvering subsequent to spacecraft docking
Plane change (45 fps)
Orbital correction (30 fps)
Circularization makeup (20 fps)
Subtotal

Total propellent weight

662
1330
880
588

920
6000

RCS COMPONENTS AND FAIRINGS
Total Weight
y

1180
440

5080

Contingencies, reserves, and residuals

3000
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S-IIB
Weight
(Ib)

5,700
152,220

Gross Weight, Ib

13,295

6,954

90,234
(40,930)

S-II
Item

9000

Flight Control System. The two-engine
arrangement for the S-IIB will require modification of the control logic and associated electrical
components and circuits. Eight Apollo RCS
modules will be used, and the associated subsystems will be incorporated in the S-II stage.

entering the liquid hydrogen tank. Excessive
heat will increase tank pressure and fluid temperatures, causing propellant boiloff losses.
The requirement for thermal analysis "was,
therefore, to optimize the thermal control system in terms of hydrogen boiloff, system weight,
and maximum S-IIB payload capability.

Structures. The loading conditions on the
S-IIB will be less severe than those imposed on
' the S-II in the Saturn V vehicle. No major modifications to the primary structure of this stage
will be required. Elimination of three engines,
however, will require modification of the Number 2 cylinder in the LH^ tank to preclude feedline outlets. The sump of the LOX tank will also
be modified for the reduced number of feed-lines
(Figure 8). Provisions will be made for attaching the docking mechanisms on the forward skirt
and the RCS modules on the forward skirt and
interstage. There will also be provision for
mounting the circularization rockets on the interstage. The thrust structure of the S-IIB will
incorporate fittings for the struts supporting the
docking cone and LOX transfer lines. A nose
cone structure will be attached to the forward
end of the instrument unit. The additional systems are: (1) spacecraft docking (to facilitate
spacecraft S-II docking, a shock attenuation and
locking system integrated with the Instrument
Unit and S-II forward skirt will be provided);
(2) tanker docking (a docking and LOX transfer
cone will be installed in the redundant center
engine position of the S-II, and a TV camera will
be installed to provide the required display for
docking operation); and (3) LOX transfer (the
required line for transfer of LOX from the tanker to the S-IIB will be installed, as will controls
and sensors to manage the operation).

The S-IIB propellant thermal control system
design synthesis was conducted considering two
fundamental mission operational modes: (1) the
S-IIB with a maximum orbital lifetime of 10 days;
and (2) the S-IIB with a minimum orbital lifetime
of approximately 3 days (80 hours). The significant difference between the two design concepts
from the thermal analysis standpoint is the
insulation required. Figure 11 illustrates the
difference in LH£ boiloff that would occur between an S-IIB with current insulation and the
proposed 10-day superinsulation approach.
During the early phases of the study, it became apparent that, in order to meet the mission requirements, it would be necessary to
utilize high-performance insulation on the
vehicle. In conjunction with MSFC, the Linde
and Goodyear corporations were consulted in
order to utilize their experience in solving the
practical problems associated with superinsulation application. These companies submitted
design approaches to implement the highperformance potential of their superinsulation
systems. Both companies proposed to use panel
sections for application to the stage. Both concepts submitted are acceptable for the S-IIB.
To reduce the heat leak from the LOX tank
through the common bulkhead, a LH2 vapor
barrier is utilized. In this concept, liquid hydrogen is vaporized and trapped in the area
immediately above the common bulkhead and
adjacent to the sidewall above the J-ring, presenting a significant barrier to the heat from the
LOX tank.

Propellant System. The basic system will be
the same as that for the S-II stage, but the electronics will be modified to reflect the flow associated with the two engines. The present S-II
propellant probes and sensors will be used, and
an additional single-point sensor will be added.
Elimination of three J-2S engines from the S-II
stage for the S-IIB application will require removal of the associated LOX and LH/? lines and
prevalves.

Instrumentation System. Measurement systems will be similar to those used on the basic
S-II, although the actual measurements recorded
will differ from those obtained in the S-II used
in the Saturn V.vehicle. It is assumed that a
hard line will be provided between the S-II and
instrumentation unit, and transmission from the
S-II stage to the ground station will therefore be
achieved through the Instrument Unit.

Pressurization System. Engine removal from
the S-II will necessitate changes to the engine
pressurization manifold and removal of flexible
lines. The pressure regulator lines will be
modified to reduce the maximum flow rate, and
an over-ride system will be installed to facilitate
tank venting'at low pressure. Balanced thrust
will be achieved at the vent outlet. The pneumatic system for the three engines removed
from the S-II stage will also be precluded from
the S-IIB. A pre-ignition pressurization system
using helium bottles and regulator valves will be
added to the S-II for planetary injection.
Propellant Thermal Control
The primary thermal control problem for the
S-IIB vehicle is to prevent excessive heat from
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Electrical System. The electrical control
system will provide sequencing for the RCS
motors and also the ignition signal for the circularization rockets. Electrical subsystems for
the main stage J-2S engines will be modified for
the two-engine configuration. Sensors will be
installed for docking operations and propellant
transfer. The system will also provide for
separation of the nose cone, control of LOX
loading, and for the docking operations. The
electrical power system will incorporate heat
lines to the RCS modules, battery containers,

The LOX tank remains structurally unchanged. The internal systems are modified to
accommodate a surface tension baffle over the
sump to prevent pressurant gas ingestion during
low-g LOX transfer. One outlet of the LOX
sump is used for the propellant transfer line,
which is routed forward through a new systems
tunnel. The docking probe is of an integrated
design incorporating the function of propellant
transfer and tanker docking.

and electronic positions. Electrical heaters will
also be provided for the RCS propellant tanks
and various equipment packages. The energy
for the electrical power system will be obtained
from two fuel cell power plants and the battery
power system.
Ordnance System. The ordnance systems
will provide for separation of the nose cone from
the instrument unit, separation of the interstages,
and propellant dispersion, as in the basic S-II
design.

In the design of the S-II-derived tanker (S-II/
TK), the vehicle performs both the S-II stage
function of placing the payload into orbit and the
tanker function of storing the LOX for 163 days;
the overall stage length is increased 50 inches
by the addition of a cylindrical section in the
LOX tank. The increased LOX tank volume contains the 210, 000-pound LOX payload delivered
to orbit. After 163 days, 163,000 pounds of
LOX can be transferred to the S-IIB. Again,
LOX transfer is provided by linear acceleration
and helium pressurization. The current S-II
insulation is replaced by high-performance
insulation of the same design used on the S-IIB.
The S-II main propulsion system, consisting of
five J-2S engines, is operated for the full burn
period during boost. Two J-2S engines are restarted to provide the 263-nautical-mile circularization and orbit phase correction. The LOX
tank extension affects many of the current stage
systems. The forward end of the stage is modified for a docking and LOX transfer structure
and nose cone similar to the S-IIB/TK. RCS
pods developed for the S-IIB stage are added to
the S-II/TK plus additional RCS propellant for
the tanker maneuvers.

LQX Tankers
A LOX tanker is fundamental to the S-IIB
mode of planetary injection. As the tanker concept represents a development new to the current space program, it is considered a key issue
in selection of the injection stage concept,
Studies conducted by the Space Division show
that the tanking mode offers program and mission flexibility and a superior payload margin.
Three basic alternative tanker configurations
have been examined by the Space Division for
support of the S-IIB mission. As shown in Figure 10, they are a tanker derivative of the S-II
stage, a tanker derivative of the current S-IVB
stage, and an optimum LOX tanker of new design,
such as that investigated for NASA by Lockheed
Missile and Space Company. Data pertaining to
the last two configurations were provided the
Space Division by the Douglas and Lockheed
companies. The orbit duration and rendezvous
requirements for the tankers are defined earlier
in this report.
S-IIB Orbital Tankers

S-IVB Orbital Tankers
Two tanker designs were considered: one
derived from an S-II stage (S-II/TK), one derived from an S-IIB stage (S-IIB/TK).
To increase the payload capability of the
S-IIB/TK, the J-2S engines are operated for
210 seconds during boost to orbit. The J-2S
engines are also restarted for orbit circularization. The S-IIB/TK can deliver 183, 000 pounds
of LOX to orbit and can transfer 150, 000 pounds
of LOX after 163 days in orbit. The S-IIB/TK
overall stage length is decreased by 297 inches
relative to the S-II stage by removing three LH;?
tank rings. The reduced stage length combined
with an S-IIB/TK weight limitation at launch will
prevent the current design load capability of the
Saturn V stages from being exceeded. The LOX
payload will be residual LOX contained in the
main LOX tank. The selected LOX transfer system uses linear acceleration to orient the fluid at
the outlet and helium pressurization to transfer
the LOX, Thermal protection is provided by the
S-IIB high-performance insulation over the forward LH2 bulkhead, tank and skirt side walls,
and engine compartment. The S-IIB/TK main
propulsion system used two J-2S engines similar
to the S-IIB propulsion system,

Two representative tanker concepts based on
the current S-IVB stage were examined. In the
first approach, a tanker was configured from
major components and assemblies of the present
S-IVB. Basically, the tanker is built up from
the current stage bulkheads, thrust structure,
and forward and aft skirt structures to form an
elliptical LOX container and docking mechanism.
Major use is also made of the current auxiliary
propulsion system and stage pressurization and
LOX feedlines in this design. The capacity of
this tanker is slightly greater than 221, 000
pounds. Through the use of superinsulation and
minimum heat leak support structures, the
delivery capability of this design is approximately 197,000 pounds. This value is based
upon 163 days in earth orbit. When subcooled
LOX is used, this same tanker can transfer the
full 221, 000 pounds.
The second tanker design was in essence an
S-IVB stage which contains only LOX propulsion
units. Superinsulation is required over the
external structure of the stage, and provisions
must be incorporated for the docking and propellant-transfer systems. The essential dif10.1-8

jettisoned as soon as the aerodynamic effects
become unimportant); the payload propellant tank
is an aluminum sphere suspended by a titanium
tension cone to provide good thermal performance; thermal protection of the LOX is provided
by enclosing the tank with high-performance
insulation composed of multiple layers of Mylar
or Kaptan aluminized on two sides; the insulation
is prepared in two blankets held with nylon
thread, Teflon buttons, and Velcro fasteners.
To insulate against penetrations, fiberglass
batting is used.

ference between these two S-IVB concepts is that
the latter retains the unused hydrogen tank
structure. The propellant-transfer capability of
this design is reduced because of the redundant
hydrogen tank structure weight. This design is,
however, considered to have considerable
development and cost advantages, because it
represents a minimum change to the current
st'age configuration.
Optimum Orbital Tanker
Figure 11 illustrates a third alternative
approach for supplying LOX to the S-IIB stage.
This is a new tanker designed specifically to the
S-IIB requirements. Data relating to the optimum tanker were developed by Lockheed Missile and Space Company in an earlier study
conducted for NASA. 3

Tanker Comparison Summary
As may be seen from Table 9, all tanker
concepts examined (with the exception of the
S-IIB/TK) are capable of delivering the LOX
quantities necessary for the S-IIB mission.
Thus, ultimate selection of the preferred design
must be based on criteria such as development
cost, schedule, and risk as opposed to performance. A full examination of these parameters
was not conducted. However, it was considered
that the S-IVB stage tanker derivatives would
yield the minimum cost program. Furthermore,
the concept of retrofitting an existing stage to a
tanker would obviously provide manufacturing
and total program flexibility.

The performances of the three configurations
illustrated in Figure 11 are summarized in
Table 8. The LH^/LOX propulsion systems use
the RL 10A3-3 engine while the storable propulsion systems use the Agena stage engine.
The basic design features of the LMSC tanker
are as follows: a nose shroud covers the upper
portion of the tanker during launch. (This is

Table 8.

LMSC LOX Tanker Performance

^^~^~~--^^Configuration
Item

1

2

3

Agena
Integrated
224.3
216.2
0.786

LH 2/L02
Integrated
229.7
221.7
0.805

Storable
Integrated
227.3
219.2
0.796

^^^^\^^

Propulsion Type
Propulsion Design
LOX to Orbit (1000 Ib)
LOX Transfer* (1000 Ib)
Payload Fraction**

*163-day design mission.
**Based on Saturn V capability of 275,000 pounds to a 100 n 0 m. orbit.

Table 9.

Candidate Tanker Characteristics

A
.__2

^J

§

S-IIBAK

S-ll TK

ALTERNATE
S-IVBT

MAX. PERF
S-IVBT

LOX TO ORBIT (1000 LB)
PAYLOAD FRACTION

182.7
0.66

210.0
0.77

215
0.78

220.9
0.81

229.7
0.84

WITHOUT SUBCOOLING
LOX TRANSFER* (1000 LB)
PAYLOAD FRACTION**
S/C P.L. WITH 3 TK (1000 LB)

150.4
0.55
164

163.2
0.59
188

185
0.67
225

197.4
0.72
240

221.7
0.81
270

WITH SUBCOOLING
LOX TRANSFER* (1000 LB)
PAYLOAD FRACTION**
S/C P.L. WITH 3 TK (1000 LB)

182.7
0.66
212

210
0.77
255

215
0.78
260

220.9
0.81
268

229.7
0,84
277

£*

*163 DAY DESIGN, FINAL LOX TEMP = 163*R
*BASED ON 275,000 POUND SATURN V CAPABILITY TO 100 N Ml CIRCULAR ORBIT
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3. Based on spacecraft weight predictions,
uprating of the Saturn V is not mandatory
for the flyby missions investigated. EJLV
uprating will increase the S-IIB system
performance.
4. With current facilities and standard Saturn V, 270, 000 pounds can be injected
into most Mars twilight flyby trajectories
with the S-IIB.
5. Three candidate tanker concepts are available. Tanker concepts include derivatives
of the S-II and S-IVB stages and a new LOX
tanker of the type studied for NASA by
Lockheed Missile and Space Company.
Final selection of the tanker must be based
on additional criteria, such as development and production costs, and earliest
availability.
6. A 10-day S-IIB stage is recommended to
provide margin for Earth and orbital
operational contingencies.
7. The automatic S-II checkout system is
adaptable to orbital checkout concepts.

In summary, it is the opinion of the authors of
this paper that the S-IIB offers great potential
as a low-cost injection stage, while providing the
capability for growth and mission/operation flexibility.
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